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In this paper, we discuss the nature of interdisciplinarity and, in particular, the ways that interdisciplinary working is enacted in TEL Research. Following a design-based research approach, a common TEL methodological approach, we identified how interdisciplinarity facilitated the research team to address a wicked problem, fostered dialogue between researchers in different disciplines and stakeholders in the research through the lifetime of the project and facilitated the creation of new meanings. Focusing on the Personal Inquiry Project (PI) team, interdisciplinary working methods are explored through examining two boundary objects namely the PI octagon and the concept of scenario, that provide windows of how interdisciplinary understanding evolves through time and among different stakeholders. These boundary objects, even though they had different importance within the project, illustrate the team’s emergent and shared understanding while maintaining flexibility through a rapid iterative process. We discuss how a shared understanding was facilitated through active involvement of different disciplinary teams and consensus was built and refined in the light of emerging findings. Interviews with researchers on the project and the Advisory Board and on our own reflections on work practices illustrate key themes, i.e., the salience of boundary objects in the design process, the development of a common language, and the importance of a shared vision. We conclude with a set of requirements for progress in interdisciplinary working and comment on our view of good practice in fostering interdisciplinarity along with an outline of what we see as the remaining challenges.
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INTRODUCTION

Addressing the challenges of complex situations, such as education and learning at schools or beyond, requires for multiple perspectives to be taken into consideration. Interdisciplinarity has become increasingly important as a means of attempting to address complex, real-world research problems and grand challenges (Davé et al., 2016) which is highlighted by the impact case studies submitted to the 2014 UK Research Excellence Framework (REF) (King’s College London Digital Science, 2015). Interdisciplinarity requires researchers from two or more disciplines to bring their approaches and adapt them to form a solution to a new problem.

Technology enhanced learning (TEL) research focuses on facilitating learning and teaching at schools or other settings and the need for interdisciplinary approaches is fundamental due to the
complexity of the situation and the multiple disciplines involved. Such research projects require collaboration between researchers trained in different disciplines who are engaged with the concrete properties of a situation and the available materials, rather than with an abstract model of how they will behave (Scanlon et al., 2013).

In this paper, we reflect on our experiences and those of our colleagues of working in a specific TEL research project - the Personal Inquiry Project (PI) team, a project funded by the joint research councils’ programme on Technology Enhanced Learning, which was conducted by the Open University and University of Nottingham. Following a design-based research approach, during this project, we developed evidence-based claims derived from experiences in situ that resulted in the production of technological tools, theoretical frameworks, and pedagogical approaches which advanced our understanding of inquiry learning supported by technology (Sharples et al., 2015). Reflecting on our working practices during the Personal Inquiry Project (PI), we explore interdisciplinary research and document the challenges and benefits of interdisciplinary work. Based on interviews with colleagues, as well as project documents e.g., agendas, minutes, and internal papers (kept in our servers), we reveal our working methods, how research is carried out and documented, aiming to take forward the collective understanding of TEL and ways in which new knowledge is developed in these settings. We reflect on two boundary objects, namely the PI octagon and the concept of scenario, that provide windows on how interdisciplinary understanding evolves through time and across different stakeholders. We discuss a set of requirements for progress in interdisciplinary working and comment on our view of good practice in fostering interdisciplinary alignment with an outline of what we see as the remaining challenges.

THE NATURE OF INTERDISCIPLINARITY

Interdisciplinarity derives from a selection of ideas, approaches, theories, concepts, methods and comparisons from different fields or disciplines. These choices, whether successful or not, influence central decisions and problems. In no way does interdisciplinarity depend on the knowledge of entire disciplines or on global notions of the unity of knowledge. There is no single path to interdisciplinarity, no single model, no single standard for successful development (Graff, 2015).

It is often assumed that by synthesizing perspectives, interdisciplinary research should be a group process; however, even though perspectives are drawn from different disciplines and various stakeholders, each contributor does not necessarily have to be involved in bringing the knowledge together (Bammer, 2013, p. 49). People can participate as informants or as active contributors with a varying role adopted by the research leader (final owner of decision-making or collaborative decision-making).

A key challenge for interdisciplinary research is to find ways to improve the knowledge synthesis successfully while maintaining flexibility during the research. Whether attempts to integrate different perspectives are happening at the beginning or toward the end of the research is an example situation. Think, for example, of the production of a book, with different chapters written by different discipline experts, with the synthesis left to the reader. On the other hand, getting agreement on a problem definition, along with the contributions of the different disciplines and stakeholders, at the beginning of the book writing is another way to improve knowledge synthesis, with synthesis being much more straightforward but less flexible (Bammer, 2013, p. 21).

Interdisciplinary research opens up the potential for the development of new theoretical insights and methodological innovations, by bringing different discipline perspectives together to address a particular research problem. This is the result of disciplinary elements, e.g., ideas, methods, and theories, being interactive not additive (Graff, 2015) in the sense that they are subject to negotiation and creative adaptations based on the needs of the particular context. The strengths of bringing different discipline perspectives to bear on a research problem, exposing researchers to alternative research approaches, literatures and methodologies, all provide opportunities for researchers to develop shared understanding and adopt more reflective approaches to research practice.

The purpose of interdisciplinarity is therefore to foster dialogue between researchers in different disciplines and stakeholders in the research with the effect of creating new meanings and/or understandings. Such process can be facilitated by objects, words or diagrams that allow different researchers to work together, even without consensus (see below the key notion of boundary objects (Star, 1988, 2010) which Star defines as organic infrastructures that arise from information or work requirements). We discuss later how we used this concept. Rogers et al. (2005) argue for the need to have a common language so that a shared understanding is developed not only of the background and context of research but also to describe the emerging concepts of the research. A way to represent such shared understanding is through diagrammatic representations, a practice inherited by computer science and philosophy (around theories of logic).

Interdisciplinary Collaborations in TEL Research

Technology Enhanced Learning research requires interdisciplinary collaboration across the disciplines of learning, cognition, artificial intelligence, information and communication technologies in education and broader social sciences (Meltzoff et al., 2009). Researchers are drawn from a broad range of research disciplines, bringing with them a rich set of theoretical perspectives and methodologies. Each project creates opportunities for computer scientists, psychologists, educational technologists, and educational professionals to come together to test out the components of a shared method for developing and evaluating Technology Enhanced Learning, integrating a variety of approaches, e.g., socio-cultural approaches to the understanding of learning (Cobb et al., 2003), and socio-cognitive engineering approaches to the design of technology (Sharples et al., 2002). TEL is a well-established
interdisciplinary field as demonstrated by funding bodies (e.g., UK-TEL RP 2007-2010; FP6, FP7, Horizon 2020), publishers (there are around 20 journals in TEL), and national political agendas internationally. It is also worth noting that it is often used as a synonym for adjacent fields such as e-learning (Friesen, 2009).

Contributory disciplines in TEL work together in order to make progress in understanding learning and to find the ways in which a technology enhanced approach might solve global challenges. To achieve the highest ambitions for education and lifelong learning, TEL researchers need to exploit fully the opportunities new technology and new pedagogies offer for creating more flexible learning opportunities, and integrating innovations in technology and pedagogy, to enhance education, learning and the knowledge building processes. But to do this, a more explicit understanding of the nature of learning is needed, both formal and informal. An explicit understanding is also needed of the way educational practice is responding to changes in society of the opportunities created by new technologies. This understanding supports innovation from both research areas, each challenging the other, aiming to rethink ways of making learning more effective and develop new technology solutions to make that possible. Such interdisciplinary research is intended to help build new understandings of how technology can enhance learning and how learning can benefit from meaningful incorporation of technology.

Apart from collaboration, another important contribution of TEL to ideas around interdisciplinarity focuses on knowledge synthesis and the shared understanding adopted by both researchers of different disciplines and practitioners, e.g., teachers. Each setting, e.g., school, provides different opportunities for interventions so TEL research has a varying degree of flexibility to embed innovative TEL ideas into their practices. Understanding how technologies can be used and how learners and teachers are co-evolving their learning practice by the use of technologies is complex. TEL has the additional purpose of having an impact in real settings, and requires interdisciplinary collaborations where knowledge is created in the context of its application to practical problems. It also raises ethical concerns around the usefulness of the TEL experience in which participants take part. Such concerns relate to the added value that any innovation brings in to the students’ experience.

**Example of Interdisciplinary Methodology: Design-Based Research**

One of the TEL methodologies that focuses specifically on applying innovative TEL ideas to practice is design-based research (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). Instead of simply testing hypotheses, the focus of Design-Based Research (DBR) is on developing a profile or theory that characterizes the design in practice. It allows therefore for flexible design revisions, multiple dependent variables, and captures social interactions. In addition, participants are not “subjects” assigned to treatments but instead are considered as co-participants in both the design and even the analysis (Barab and Squire, 2004). Design-Based Research is a framework of methods used to carry out exploratory research in real settings. It can offer a useful methodological toolkit to those researchers committed to understanding variables within naturalistic contexts. It has been used widely in technology-enhanced learning (Wang and Hannafin, 2005).

Design-Based Research (DBR) reflects the need of tackling wicked problems in an impactful way. Wicked problems have been coined by Rittel and Webber (1973) to shift the attention from a problem solution to a better understanding of a problem itself. They manifested that a purely scientific-engineering approach cannot be applied because of the lack of a clear problem definition and the differing perspectives of multiple stakeholders. Examples of wicked problems include climate change, poverty, energy production, education. A wicked problem has no definitive definition or solutions. Every problem is unique and has no given alternative solution. Due to their significance, there is no opportunity for trial and error, every solution is a one-shot operation. Solutions furthermore are not true or false but can be classified as better or worse (Conklin, 2005).

Wicked problems call for a design thinking approach where researchers collaborate, focus on what they don’t know, and navigate a space of incomplete, contradictory, or changing requirements. Due to their complexity, wicked problems demand the input of multiple academic disciplines and stakeholders with relevant practical expertise. Learners, educators, and researchers from multiple disciplines therefore work together to understand the messiness of real-world practice, with context being a core part of the story and not an extraneous variable to be underestimated. Context cannot be described through a single discipline, therefore being aware of interdisciplinary challenges and opportunities make us more apt and flexible to respond successfully.

Within DBR, context is highlighted as being part of the story that is created iteratively, together with participants. Context here is referred to as a description of the learning environment which includes the physical things (i.e., the classroom and the school), the different participants (i.e., learners, teachers, and school leaders) but also the curriculum and its aims. Context is an instance of a wicked problem as it is described through the interactions among stakeholders through multiple iterations of interventions to achieve specific learning objectives. Therefore, DBR is situated in a real educational context, uses mixed methods for data gathering and analysis, involves multiple iterations, and a collaborative partnership between researchers and practitioners, including policy makers, teachers, students, parents (Anderson and Shattuck, 2012). The key, therefore in DBR and wicked problems, is enabling these disparate experts to work together, to ensure that what is developed in the academic lab is grounded in real practice and is challenged by it, something that is critical to address many such wicked problems.


To help with the difficulties in coordinating planning and communicating in an interdisciplinary project, consensus needs to be developed between project partners on: (1) the research...
questions, (2) methods to be used and evaluation activities which guide the project design, (3) development, and (4) implementation. In particular, the link between the research questions and the methods in which the project stakeholders have experience needs to be established. This is a consensus building activity. However, such consensus needs refining in the light of emerging findings. This translates into active involvement and collaboration of all different disciplinary teams.

Technologies can facilitate active involvement and collaboration. Collaborative technologies play a complex role in mediating the interactions relating to the design of the interventions. A broad range of tools can be used for data storage (shared online spaces), file sharing (e.g., SharePoint) and collective authoring (e.g., Google Docs), and communicative and collaboration tools (e.g., Skype and WhatsApp). Some interactions can take place via mixed mode meetings with some partners attending in person while others participate via a video-link. This has the advantage of enabling flexible working while the experience of the collaborative process is helped by the possibility of reflecting on the persistent digital records created in this way of working. The multiplicity of technologies and the experimental nature of TEL projects, allow researchers to respond creatively to multiple and emergent practices, requirements, and visions across diverse settings (Carmichael and Tscholl, 2013). Practices like rapid prototyping; participatory design; reuse of data; and agile ways of editing, extending, or reconfiguring existing applications have emerged as ways to address the changing requirements from interacting across interdisciplinary teams and real-world settings.

There is also a need for shared understanding across the research teams, e.g., to make a game that could be used to develop the performance of investors, games designers need to understand financial decision-making processes (the context of the game), the characteristics of a financially capable individual (the skills of an expert user), decisions that a trader or investor makes, feedback which needs to incorporate sensor data. Finance experts need to understand financial decision-making processes (the mediation of knowledge). Bearing in mind the diversity in the interventions. A broad range of tools can be used for data storage (shared online spaces), file sharing (e.g., SharePoint) and collective authoring (e.g., Google Docs), and communicative and collaboration tools (e.g., Skype and WhatsApp). Some interactions can take place via mixed mode meetings with some partners attending in person while others participate via a video-link. This has the advantage of enabling flexible working while the experience of the collaborative process is helped by the possibility of reflecting on the persistent digital records created in this way of working. The multiplicity of technologies and the experimental nature of TEL projects, allow researchers to respond creatively to multiple and emergent practices, requirements, and visions across diverse settings (Carmichael and Tscholl, 2013). Practices like rapid prototyping; participatory design; reuse of data; and agile ways of editing, extending, or reconfiguring existing applications have emerged as ways to address the changing requirements from interacting across interdisciplinary teams and real-world settings.

Moving Across Disciplines: Mediating Artifacts and Boundary Objects

When researchers from across a broad range of disciplines are drawn together, they bring a rich variety of theoretical perspectives and methodologies with the potential to provide real insights into some of the challenging research questions in contemporary educational technology. Boundary objects can help us understand what bridging mechanisms can be developed to help teams work across disciplinary boundaries. Boundary objects are arrangements that allow different groups to work together, even without consensus (Star, 2010). They can be technological tools, concepts or a set of ideas, i.e., a diagram or the use of a tool. They are therefore useful constructs since they provide the means to talk about conflicts and the ways to resolve them within and across teams. They highlight and help to coordinate the different perspectives of participants aiming for the development and maintenance of coherence across intersecting social worlds (Star and Griesemer, 1989). They have been the focus of attention in many sociological studies, especially those focusing on the ecology of a workplace and the mediation of knowledge. Bearing in mind the diversity in interdisciplinary research (also in TEL), boundaries, boundary-crossing and boundary objects exemplify the ways by which people try to make sense of upcoming experiences and situations. Boundary objects and boundary crossing carry learning potential (Akkerman and Bakker, 2011) through which knowledge is transformed and collective learning is achieved (Carlile, 2004). We regard interdisciplinary as the cognitive processes involved around disciplinary crossing of boundaries. We use therefore boundary objects as key concepts to describe the methods of interdisciplinary working.

Mediating artifacts on the other hand provide opportunities for better understanding, articulation and process of discourse (Conole, 2008, 2013). They may be more useful in novel situations where the intended outcomes are not yet clear. The concept of a mediating artifact (e.g., instruments, signs, procedures, machines, methods, laws, and forms of work
organization) has been incorporated by many researchers within a sociocultural framework—drawing on Vygotsky’s notion of “tool” use in building knowledge and sharing understandings. Any physical object, conceptual idea or statement could be considered in this way, but it is how such an artifact is taken up in interaction that allows it to be considered as a mediating artifact. Thus, from a sociocultural stance, researchers reinforce “the need to view any mediational means as a situated and interactional device, which could be employed in different ways by different users and on different occasions (e.g., Wertsch and Tulviste, 1992). Thus, only through action are artifacts given meaning and inspire meaning-making activity” (Twiner, 2011).

When mediating artifacts are used across different contexts, e.g., disciplines or environments, they can represent new shared conceptions of activity and thus encourage and support new learning (Kuutti, 1996). Mediating artifacts are created and transformed during the development of an activity and carry with them a particular culture—a historical residue of that development. Leadbetter (2004) for example discusses how conversations between educational psychologists and teachers are influenced by the mediating artifacts that are used.

Taking these two concepts together—boundary objects and mediating artifacts—we argue that a boundary object can also be considered as a mediating artifact: where an object not centrally familiar to all parties is used to focus discussion and identify differences in interpretation, which can then be negotiated in order to reach consensus of shared interpretation or agree difference. However, we consider that these two concepts are not interchangeable, as a mediating artifact would not always be a boundary object. For instance if there is a tool that is familiar to all participants and so not considered on the “boundaries” of disciplinary expertise, but that can be used to focus attention, consolidate understanding, and define contexts of use, it would be employed as a mediating artifact, but it would not be appropriate to refer to it as a boundary object.

Since developing a shared vision needs time and a reflective approach, the development of boundary objects and mediating artifacts provide windows of how interdisciplinary understanding evolves through time and across different stakeholders. Therefore, the next section describes the evolution of the Personal Inquiry framework or “the octagon” (as it was later referred to) as a boundary object and how it was shaped and appropriated by the different stakeholders of the project. It then discusses the concept of scenario that for a period in the project became the focus of the full research team only to realize the different meanings that it held for different team members. It became a concept to facilitate boundary crossing at a micro-level allowing each member of the team to understand the disciplinary needs of each researcher.

The Personal Inquiry (PI) Project and Its Framework: The Octagon as a Shared Representation
The Personal Inquiry project aimed to support learning through a method of scripted inquiry that was personally meaningful. It investigated how technologies can be effectively used to enable inquiry learning and, in particular, how mobile technology offers the possibility of supporting evidence-based inquiry learning across formal (classroom) and informal (home and outdoors) settings (Sharples et al., 2015).

During the first year of the project, research focused on theorizing, designing and evaluating personal inquiry learning. A cross project team from the Open University and the University of Nottingham was formed to pursue a literature review to capture the state of the art of the inquiry-based learning literature. This literature review soon became an instrument to shape the theory of what the project aimed to achieve by specifying the theoretical framework for personal inquiry learning. Existing models and frameworks previously used in inquiry learning research were reviewed and the key features and phases of inquiry-based learning were distilled to produce an initial version of the framework (Scanlon et al., 2011).

In parallel to the literature review, the Nottingham team decided to run a pilot study to test how various ideas of inquiry could be enacted in the specific school context. For example, through the literature review, it became clear that inquiry learning is not going to be achieved through an hour-long intervention in a school class as would often be the case with TEL interventions. It was agreed among the teachers and the research team that it would involve around four or more science class hours across a period of a month. During the pilot study, a recurring challenge was that pupils on each day did not know what to do next or how previous activities fed into current ones (Anastopoulou et al., 2008). To address this challenge, the research team decided to use the same construct, the PI framework, to facilitate students’ activities through the inquiry process.

At the same time, the Open University team ran focus groups with teachers and project partners, as well as a specific design workshop with pupils, in preparation for their first trial with featured inquiries in geography. During those design workshops, different versions of the PI framework were discussed. The different parts of the framework were also discussed in a number of formats and in workshops among researchers and stakeholders, e.g., project meetings, stakeholder panels across sites (UoN and OU), and the advisory panel. These workshops together with their experience of a pilot study in a different school setting informed the PI framework. The methods adopted during this PI project involved researchers and teachers co-designing interventions with a sequence of inquiries in schools conducted with approval from the Universities ethics approval committee. Data collected included interview data, observations of activities within the classroom and beyond, and students’ working notes and final reports on their inquiries.

Essentially the framework developed to guide this work consisted of a number of phases of the inquiry process which need to be supported. Figures 1, 2 show intermediate versions of the representation developed and tested in the design workshops before settling on the representation shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the inquiry process is shown to have a number of ways of proceeding, either cycling through all eight stages, or proceeding in a different order or with fewer components (captured in the diagram by dotted lines).
FIGURE 1 | An Inquiry learning framework presented as a linear model.

FIGURE 2 | Inquiry learning framework presented as a spiral model.

It therefore provided a scaffolding for guiding the learner through the key activities needed in an inquiry-based approach. During those workshops, the PI framework became the boundary object which allowed the different stakeholders to articulate their needs, expectations and hopes to each other. It was flexible enough to accommodate different versions, instantiations or representations, bridging the different perspectives of stakeholders, and was subject to negotiation.

During the first year, the framework was under development and had not yet been fully decided on nor implemented. At these early stages, the framework was a result of synthesis of work arising from the consideration of the literature, the two research teams and the diverse population of our stakeholders. It developed according to the emerging shared understanding of the researchers, following the iterative perspective of Design-Based Research. It began with defining the focus of the inquiry, moving through data collection and analysis and finally conclusions and reflection. The representation shape as well as the terminology used to describe each phrase were important features. The different representations of the PI framework incorporated key features of inquiry highlighted in past research together with our own early research insights. It incorporated our challenges in implementing inquiry across contexts e.g., flexible coordination of activities, availability of resources, and forms of ownership, which have informed our various representations of the personal inquiry framework. The framework therefore acted as a boundary object which helped guiding the design decisions occurring during participatory design workshops, and the construction of the technological toolkit (Scanlon and Conole, 2018).

As a boundary object, therefore, the PI framework brought forward its learning potential which included new understandings, identity development, change of practices, and institutional development (Akkerman and Bakker, 2011). Following Akkerman’s and Bakker’s categorization, the PI framework as a boundary object aimed to (1) identify and appropriate the language to shape the inquiry activities in the classroom and beyond (identification), (2) explore the sequence of activities (coordination), (3) provide a space to reflect on research and teaching practices (reflection), and (4) recognize the shared problem space and provide hybrids structures of inquiry learning (transformation). Through multiple design workshops, it allowed us to work collaboratively at the boundaries of different disciplines, in a continuous endeavor of joint working.

During the second year of the project, elements of the PI toolkit were implemented. Based on the findings of the first year, the toolkit has now a “Dynamic ToDo List” (Figure 5) that can display a personal inquiry plan, giving a broad overview of the whole inquiry process that unfolds into a hierarchy of necessary and optional activities. The aim is for students not only to visualize where each activity fits into the inquiry, as a whole, but also to appreciate how current actions can influence future ones (Anastopoulou et al., 2008).

The Nottingham team produced detailed lesson plans and online activities in partnership with the teacher. To facilitate pupils’ memory around the transition from one science class to the next, a poster was introduced by the teacher to the class. It was one of the ideas that the researchers suggested to the teacher that she was happy to incorporate into her activities. The poster (Figure 4) was auxiliary, a last-minute creative addition to the lessons plans already developed. Its orientation was rather linear, following the initial conceptualization of the research team at the time, but with clear transitions between the different inquiry phases.

The PI framework underpinned the design of the project’s technology (PI toolkit, see Mulholland et al., 2012) and acted as a scaffold not only for the structure of the lesson plans but also for the relevant thought processes and activities in the inquiry process. Dynamic To-Do list as was featured on the software under development at the same time (Figure 5) as the poster, referred to as the inquiry guide, supported the classroom physical interactions.
At the beginning of the third year (November 2009), the personal inquiry framework had evolved (Figure 6) and formed a more substantial role in teachers’ understanding and the lessons plans. In parallel, the poster had become bigger, rather circular without clear arrows nor clear transitions from one phase to the next (Figure 7).

Ultimately, when the various Personal Inquiry trials had finished, the teacher in Nottingham utilized her experience to generate a permanent poster for her science class. It provided “a useful visual reference,” a language to approach her students and at the same time meet the aims of the curriculum. It covered half a wall of the science class and guided the science lessons of the teacher (Figure 8). In her own words:

"I think it’ll change my language and maybe that will help them home in more on what exactly they’re doing in each phase or each bit of the lesson. Hopefully, that’ll maybe make it clear in their minds."

This example highlights how the PI octagon lead to profound changes in the practices not only of researchers but also of the teacher. The octagon, as a boundary object, was transformed to the specific context of the teacher to create a new practice that she owned. It therefore became an object of her own practice/discipline, mediated her practice, and provided the structure she required.

Following a DBR approach in developing technology-enhanced learning tools, therefore, the PI project and the PI octagon allowed for ample opportunities for researchers and practitioners to work together, to develop new pedagogical concepts and technologies through multiple iterations that were embedded in two different contexts allowing for individual needs and differences to be met. As it is prominent by its many publications, the project therefore tackled a wicked problem and developed theories for personal inquiry that characterized the design in practice (e.g., Scanlon et al., 2011).

The Concept of Scenario as an Example of Developing a Shared Understanding

As mentioned earlier, the PI project was interdisciplinary, integrating into a team, members of the key disciplines of Education, Computing, and Psychology. The approach of co-design of technology and pedagogy involved interdisciplinary discussions and agreement on key methods and concepts, such as “scenario” and “scripted inquiry,” such that they can be interpreted by Education researchers (to develop a model of inquiry learning and guide the development of lesson plans), by Computer Scientists (to inform the design of the Inquiry Toolkit) and Psychologists (to enable the design of suitable instruments for evaluation of personal inquiry learning across formal and informal settings). The research method and data collected involved notes of meetings and design decisions, supplemented

![FIGURE 3](image-url)
by individual interviews conducted by a new member of the team asking team members to reflect on the progress of the project. Focusing on the concept of “scenario” as another boundary object, we highlight how many different interpretations this word could refer to within the people involved.

During the first year of the project, it became apparent that the different teams and different researchers within each team (who came from different departments and schools within each university) had different interests and priorities. How these interests were going to influence the progress of the project was negotiated through meetings, decisions and reports. For example, some researchers required a set of representations to guide the development of user-computer interactions. Other researchers were expecting different formalisms to be generated to express the different narratives that each trial would offer. There was also a need to refine the requirements to be fulfilled by technology and those to be fulfilled by pedagogy. Would a scenario be a narrative, a user story, a lesson plan or a fictional story to facilitate evaluation? These are examples of the different meanings members of the team brought into their interpretation of the word “scenario.” The different understandings of “scenario” were not made explicit at the start—so individuals and teams held different conceptions not only of the meaning of the term, but also how it would be enacted through the TEL system.

Since the development of a common language was part of the first aims of the project in developing ways of working, the different meanings of the “scenario” term were surfaced early in the life of the project. The first version of the project “glossary wiki” was produced during a workshop event, when different
members of both teams had been asked to work together to generate a “scenario.” What was produced was a set of different descriptions, in different levels of granularity, some visionary, and some less so. As a result, the term “scenario” was subject to negotiation so that people could have a shared understanding and manage expectations. One of the team members highlights this as follows by talking about the importance for the project of:

“getting a shared vocabulary, or not even a shared vocabulary but a way of translating between technical and the education. The classic example was that we’d been using ‘scenario’ differently, the central term in the project. And on the face of it very simplistic. But [we] had a nervousness that something was wrong. And actually it turned out to be relatively simple in that you’ve got educational scenarios and you’ve got HCI scenarios. And they are quite distinct: HCI, visionary, this is what it might be; and educational is almost a description of the setting. So I think that was quite a major breakthrough in terms of a shared language between those two.” [INT 120808]

The term “scenario” therefore became a boundary object with significant learning potential. Following (Akkerman and Bakker, 2011) categorization, the term “scenario” as a boundary object aimed to identify processes by defining one research discipline in light of the other, delineating how it differs from the other discipline (identification). These differences led to a negotiation of different identities, which do not harmoniously co-exist; as a result. Finding a balance by translating the ambiguity of the term into a diversity of possible understandings (coordination), and providing a space to reflect on different perspectives so that the team’s understanding of the term is enriched (reflection). This boundary object was not useful for enough time to facilitate transformation of researchers’ practices. It was rather helpful to overcome the challenge when working together, and to develop a shared understanding of the needs of the different schools and research teams.

**REFLECTIONS**

The two examples of the boundary object described in the previous sections demonstrate the ways in which knowledge development occurred within a particular TEL project. The PI framework or the “octagon,” as it was called toward the end of the project, illustrates the team’s emergent and shared understanding though a rapid iterative process, following a Design-Based Research methodology (Barab and Squire, 2004). During the project, a number of interviews were conducted about the nature of interdisciplinarity with members of the PI Team and the Advisory Board involved. These interviews illustrated the key themes already emerging from our discussion: the salience of boundary objects in the design process, the development of a common language, and the importance of a shared vision. As one PI researcher reflects on the use of the PI framework within the team:

“I think with any kind of participatory design it’s got to be fairly concrete for the people you’re working with. I think if it’s a [Team] meeting we can talk in the abstract about, you know, there’s an inquiry cycle, how might we want to embed in it navigation.” [INT 260808]

Through active involvement and collaboration of all different disciplinary teams across both sites, the team negotiated consensus at all times. The term “scenario” as a different boundary object demonstrates the dialogue between researchers and the development of a common language so that a shared understanding is developed not only of the background and context of research but also to describe the emerging concepts of the research. Our awareness of interdisciplinary challenges allowed these discussions to happen early enough in the project. Allowing diversity of possible understandings, the team found a balance by translating the ambiguity of the term “scenario” into something useful for a period of time (Year 1 of the research). The octagon as a boundary object, on the other hand, lived on throughout the life of the project, it changed, and it facilitated the emergent shared understanding and unified the terminology used across the project. When asked about how shared understanding
during the design process could take place one of the researchers replied using boundary objects as a useful metaphor:

“... boundary objects, or just shared representations, just like a boundary representation, a way in which a group of people can communicate with another group of people. Because for those of us within the project that are maybe doing some of the software or the code, we'll talk about it based on a shared language that we have, for all the technical aspects of it. When it's just between ourselves, that's a really efficient way to discuss it, and we can talk about ideas very quickly that way. But it doesn't work with other people. You know with the teachers, that approach isn't appropriate, you have to really change your language and how you describe stuff. And even then you're often describing things in terms of what they're similar to. So we might say it's a bit like Google maps, which they'll kind of understand what you mean roughly, but they won't actually understand specifically until you say it's like this screen. So those [screens] and the physical illustrations [inquiry diagram] are really key part to getting that.” [INT 180808]

We coped with the challenges of interdisciplinary working through reflective approaches to research practice. By addressing initial differences in understanding between the disciplines, interdisciplinarity awareness forced us to address those challenges early enough and find ways to overcome them in order for the research to proceed. The results not only informed the development of the learning materials, toolkit, and evaluation methods but also transformed them in parallel through rapid iteration of designs for all these elements. In the words of a PI researcher:

“It's the notion that there is something that you design that is a combination of lots of different people's expertise. There's this notion of an artifact that you can focus on and I think that's a very significant part. I mean there are two things, you can't do a TEL project without: lots of multi and inter-disciplinary expertise and a product. You produce something that then needs quite a complicated approach to investigate.” [INT 150310]

Our account above of the preparation for conducting initial school trials in 2008 illustrates how we coped with the challenge of interdisciplinary working that required integration and adaptation of existing materials and methods. It proved successful in forging an interdisciplinary approach to design, revealing initial differences in perception and priority between the disciplines that had to be addressed and overcome in order for the trials to proceed. The results not only informed subsequent trials but also provided a shared vision among different researchers and disciplines, different stakeholders, bridging the “boundaries” between theory and practice and the work needed to theorize, design, and evaluate personal inquiry learning. In the words of one of the principal investigators:

“the PI 'octagon' was a key mediating artifact between the OU and UoN teams, as well as between the pedagogy and technical teams.” [Interviewee 1]

Another researcher reflects on bridging boundaries between theory and practice among different stakeholders:

“If you keep three simple stakeholders, us as researchers, there's the teachers, and the learners as the third, and you can divide us as researchers into those who are essentially educationally focussed, and the technical side of things. It's about the shared representation and understanding between those different stakeholders, and what the purpose is.” [INT 120808]

CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the ways in which interdisciplinary working is enacted in the field of TEL research. Following a Design-Based Research perspective, we identified how interdisciplinarity facilitated the research team to address a wicked problem, fostered dialogue between researchers in different disciplines and stakeholders in the research through the lifetime of the project. We described two boundary objects, namely the PI framework or the “octagon” and the term “scenario,” both of which provided ways to improve knowledge synthesis while maintaining flexibility during the research.

Undertaking true interdisciplinary research is challenging and often in reality the collaboration between disciplines is only at a surface level (Conole et al., 2010). The rest of the paper discusses good practices and challenges that could facilitate or impede interdisciplinary collaborations.

Good Practices

Understanding interdisciplinary working is key to the successful future of TEL research. It is important that as a community we work harder at fostering interdisciplinary working practices and in making it work. It is necessary to provide the time and space for researchers to become encultured into interdisciplinary practices and be rewarded for doing so. There is a need for changes at policy level too, to recognize and reward this type of research (Conole et al., 2010).

Furthermore, researchers will need to develop teaching experience and skills not only relevant to their academic home or birth discipline, but also to support interdisciplinary teaching based on research. Therefore, academics should develop teaching experience in both core and interdisciplinary areas and institutions should show support for interdisciplinary, research-based teaching and recognize its value in evaluating academic careers (The British Academy, 2016). With interdisciplinary research valuable for addressing practical challenges, there is a potentially growing market for interdisciplinary teaching at all levels (Davé et al., 2016).

The working practices developed in the PI project to support active involvement, collaboration and the development of shared understanding were:

- A participatory, iterative and reflective approach to the design and evaluation of pilot studies through allowing time and devoting effort to develop a shared understanding and common vocabulary (e.g., weekly meetings of the full research team, interactions with the core schools, multiple workshops with stakeholder panel and the advisory board).
- Cross-fertilization to produce something new and different from what the teams had produced before.
Developing effective communication mechanisms and means of recording shared understanding across the team. Examples are:

- a *shareable wiki glossary of terms* eliciting a shared language across our different discipline perspectives. Terms such as “scenario,” “task,” “stages,” “phases,” and “workflow” were clarified within the first year of the project. We have focussed here on “scenario” as an example.
- Adoption of agreed representations to support the design of the educational scenarios we were developing and evaluation of their relevance.
- The different pilot studies in schools were clearly articulated and shared with the research team *during their enactment* not afterwards, so that emergent opportunities and challenges could be discussed and acted upon through an interdisciplinary lens.

Build up a community between the researchers, aiming to establish lasting working relationships with people never worked with before.

We don’t present these as a set of prescriptions for good practice for all interdisciplinary projects rather as a set of experiences of working within an interdisciplinary project which we found we needed to adopt to make progress.

**Challenges**

Regardless of the efforts of some researchers to promote interdisciplinary practices and collaborations, achieving a good solution to a wicked problem is complex. Employing newly developed prototypes, for example, in schools with real students and teachers requires confidence and flexibility by both the teachers and the researchers. Improvisations may be needed to fill in delays or unexpected behaviors from technology. When interventions happen in schools, ultimately the teacher needs to act on the fly, be flexible, and embrace the risk that comes with any innovation. The possible way to support the teacher in this process is through developing a trusting relationship between the school and the research team.

Further tensions between research and practice, relate to the ethical dilemmas of the learning outcome. Even though the aim of any TEL intervention is to enhance the learning experience, when many different innovations are coming together, sometimes things might not go according to plan. Prototypes may crash; designs may not work with many students; students may refuse to participate (openly or not). What is more, if technology is too pervasive, then the wellbeing of students might be at stake. These challenges need to be discussed within the research team as well as with the different stakeholders so that everybody is aware of the risks and the challenges and a plan of actions is agreed.

Focusing on research teams in general, there are challenges in different disciplines working together. Some examples of these challenges (not experienced in the PI project) relate to off the shelf technologies not designed according to pedagogical needs or being too immature to cater for the needs of a classroom. Lesson plans similarly might be too generic to be supported by technology or the evaluator might expect specific measures to have at hand. Within a research project, furthermore, researchers’ needs would need to be addressed and research outcomes need to be produced. Therefore, publications may be too abstract to actually express any of the real challenges in this work and too much tacit knowledge can be hidden within a research lab or the mind of researchers.

**Final Words**

This rich data set of project experiences has given us valuable insights into the specific challenges of doing TEL research and to the kinds of and nature of knowledge and how it can be co-constructed. In addition, we have shown how the use of purposeful mediating artifacts can help guide this co-construction process. The boundary objects act at two levels: both in terms of providing a diagrammatic representation of the key insights derived from the literature on inquiry learning and as a dialogic aid to structure and guide discussion within the project. There is no doubt that the interdisciplinary nature of the field is necessary if the grand challenges of the area are to be tackled. As we have illustrated above there are significant challenges in working in interdisciplinary teams and specific strategies need to be put in place to deal with them.
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